COVER
Track plan of Gloucester Road (Croydon) area drawn
by G.D. Beecroft, based on information supplied by
B.W. Rayner.

EDITORIAL
If the railways are still interested, in attracting and
keeping customers (nightmare economics make it easy to
imagine BR is becoming almost completely preoccupied
with just staying alive), then comfort must receive
attention.
Impressive facilities are laid on for flashy InterCity trains whipping expense-account businessmen to
Bristol, or wherever. SR main line trains are
reasonable — not excellent, I would suggest — but suburban rolling stock is an increasing disgrace. Curiously
enough, elderly Subs aren't too bad; top speeds are
probably not sufficient to give passengers a really bad
tine. But Epbs, particularly the Southern 2 Epbs, are
getting horrible to travel in. Much over 50 mph and
reading becomes nigh impossible. Driving trailers are
particularly at fault.
What's to be done? The only answer, of course, is
new stock. No-one has yet confirmed or denied a recent
(LR23, P.50) suggestion that SR new suburban needs show
no sign of being filled. Alarming.
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LETTERS

Simon Edney has already described (LR25 P85-7) the
Railtour but one or two points remain in retrospect:1. Part of the connecting Waterloo-Southampton service
was reserved — a pleasant surprise and quite unexpected.
I think a number of people were unsure whether the seats
were available for general use of the railtour passengers
especially since SR had narked the notices "Southern
Electric Grant."
2. Although there may well have been
operational reasons for the use of the 3H unit for the
tour, it proved rather cramped for such a long journey,
and some hard feelings arose at Maiden Newton out of the
fact that it was booked to capacity.
3. The trip down the Bridport branch was crowded, with
many G.W. Society members present as well as many locals.
Stemming from this, if only a handful of these people,
enthusiasts and laymen alike, had travelled over the line
during normal operation, then, perhaps, BR would not
have needed to close it. SEG members please note in
respect of Wimbledon-West Croydon, Ashford-Hastings, etc.
If we do not use these services, as enthusiasts, then
we cannot complain at their closure, which looks all too
imminent in the present BR economic situation.
4. While some tour passengers were disappointed, and
justifiably so, at the omission of the Templecombe
stop, surely there is a duty to maintain the set finishing time, i.e. at Eastleigh, especially where passengers needed to make connections to London, etc.
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5. In conclusion, I'm sure the tour was a
success, the weather kept fine, and the information service provided by the SEG organisers was
excellent It was obvious that a considerable
amount of research had gone into the tour guide.
Thank you SEG!

Dear Nick,
I enjoy reading Live Rail and
No 25 wasno
exception.. I also
liked
Sm
i on Edney's
account of the
Dorset Dawdler and having participated in the tour
it was nice to read someone else's account of it. I
would, however,
like
to
comment
on his use of coach
numbers to describe the two Western Region d.m.u's
which worked the Bridport Branch that d a y . We on the
Western Region do
not refer to our dm
. u.s'
by their
coach numbers, but by their unit numbers, as Southern
Region do.
The units operating that day were B133
(the SPC) and B407
(the 3 car unit).
You may like to know
that London division Units
are prefixed L, Bristol
area West of England division B, Plymouth area of W of England division P and
Cardiff division C.

Another little pointofinterestisonP.104
of LR25 in the first paragraph, also P.106, 5th para.
Western Region do not
operate any d.e.m.u's, they are
all dm
. u.s'
and
there is a subtle difference.
The Southern Region have been borrowing our d . m . u ' s again of
recent Sundays in connection with e n g i n e e r i n g works
between Ash and Guildford.

I hope you don't mind being "taken to task" but
I would wish to read accurate details in LR!

although not yet a member of the SEG
(my main
interest being in the past) the recent "celebration"of
the 50th anniversary of the Coulsdon and Sutton electrification has made me wonder about a point that hadn't
occurred to me before.
I was a boy of 16, spending some hours on the platorm at
Victoria on that first day, April 1, 1925,
not just number-spotting but taking a wider interest in
the operation, and couldn't help noticing how the late
running got worse as the afternoon went on. I didn't
know anything about the wiring breakdown but I did notice that the trains took much more than the four minutes allowed between arrival (I think at 6, 16, 26,
36, 46, 56) and departure,
There was not really time for the driver and
guard to re-set all the controls and walk the length of
a 10-car train. If this continued, I'm wondering if
any alteration was made, either by using another train
(9 altogether instead of 4 on each section) or by
"stepping down" the crews, as was done at certain Underground stations where platform accommodation was "tight".
Maybe there is still some old-timer who can throw
some light on this.

e
g
a
P1
15

BELLE RESTING PLACES
The following seems to be the position regarding
the locations of Brighton Belle coaches : Unit 3051. 288 moved from Clacton to Manningtree,
279 at Black Bull Inn, Moultron, Yorks., 282 Finsbury
Park (see below), 286 Allied Breweries (location
not known), 289, Little Mill Inn, Rowarth, Stockport.
Unit 3052. 290 Location unknown, believed unsold,
286 privately preserved at the S,E. Steam Centre,
284 privately preserved at Westleton, Suffolk,
287 & 291 at the North Norfolk Railway, Sheringham.
Unit 3053, 292 Allied Breweries, Manningtree, 28l,
Horseless Carriage PH, Chingford, 283 Brighton
Belle PH, Winsford, Cheshire, 285 Allied Breweries
(location not known) 292 Allied Breweries, Manningtree.
Previously reported that 282 was being restored at
Derby. On July 11 it was seen, in immaculate chocolate
and cream livery, between 37 171 and a good brake van
at Belle Isle (Holloway) awaiting entry into Kings
Cross Goods, obviously due to be worked to Finsbury
Pk as local trip.

The Brighton Belle coaches at Sheringham remain the
property of Allied Breweries, who have abandoned the
idea of using them for pub extensions. Both are to be
restored to chocolate and cream, and it is to be hoped
this will be done soon, as Allied Breweries will pay
for the work. It is hoped too that at least one
will be used for train operating. Does anyone know
what Allied Breweries have done with their other Belle
Pullmans? For the record, the motor coaches were
sold sans motors.

283 now at Winsford pub previously reported as
being at a restaurant at Egham.
STRAWBERRY HILL SCENE

Strawberry Hill is as flat and berryless now as it
was 100 years ago when the station was built to fill
in the gap between the outer London town of
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Twickenham and the village of Teddington, each expanding
towards the other. Until the l870s the Strawberry Hill
area was market gardens and country lanes. But large houses had begun to spring up and the LSWR had planted an
engine shed to serve local passenger and freight services
and augment the operations of the diminutive sheds at
Twickenham, Hounslow and Staines.
The l874 station building, which included the station master's quarters, has been little altered over the
years. The original booking hall became the down side
waiting room in the 1930s. In 1915/16 the steam shed
was largely handed over to e.m.u's, but a few tanks lingered on until the 1920s when they were transferred to
the new shed at Feltham.
In the 1930s many new houses were being built in
the district and so the Southern added a new up side
building and the old booking office was closed. The new
building seems to have gone unrecorded by the specialist
Press.
By 1938 the depot housed 11 trains overnight — all
suburban, of 3-2-3 formation. Monday-Friday mornings,
about 9 a.m. saw the arrival of an empty 12 Cor from
Waterloo via Wimbledon for cleaning.

Move on and imagine now the "dark" years of the last
war. In fact it is a warm sunny afternoon in the early
autumn of 1942. In a bracket under the up platform canopy a train indicator board says laconically "short
train — wait here." Two trains an hour each way disturb the trafickless quiet of the suburbs. The level
crossing gates clatter, crash and clink for each one;
but hardly any one gets on or off. Soon after 3 p.m. (no
24 hour clock then!) a porter appears and takes down the
"short train" board. The next 3 Sub in runs to the London end, and out of the sheds comes a two-coach trailer
set, propelled by a 3Sub and with a shunter waving his
red flag from the leading compartment. Couple up, test
the brake and away goes the eight car train of 3 Southern,
1 Brighton, 1 South Western and 3 South Eastern coaches
to collect the first workers (they were not called comPage 117

muters then) from a close-down-and-get-home-early
London.
By 5.30 the rush hour is in full swing. The signal box seems to ring constantly: tang, Twickenham
calling attention; tang, tang, tang (pause) tang, is
line clear for ordinary passenger train? Tang, tang,
train entering your section. And later ting, ting
(pause) ting,
Shacklegate Jcn saying "train received." Tang (pause) tang, tang, tang, is line clear
for branch passenger train (one of the three evening
Sheppertons via Richmond)? When it has gone, Fulwell
acknowledges with a tink, tink (pause) tink.
Soon after, an incredibly complex bell exchange
with Fulwell box and the ground frame heralds the signalman apparently heaving over every lever in the box as
he prepared to receive an empty from the Shepperton
branch and put it into the depot for the night. Two
young train spotters are galvanised by the empty. 4132?

Have they got the number wrong? No it doesn't look like
it, it's a four-coach unit instead of a three! Gleaming
new bright green paint with lots of bits of bright yellow, contrasting sharply with the two-coach trailer sets,
now turning a sort of blue-grey shade. With 4l32 is
4133. What next?
"What next" was more of the same sort of thing —
4195, 4216 et al, and the gradual disappearance of the
trailer sets.

Other wartime detail is of interest. Compartment
windows were edged inside with a 2½ inch band of black
paint, to fill the gap between
blackout blind and window frame. The driver's forward view
window was blacked in except for a small viewing rectangle. The other cab windows were replaced by steel
sheet, with a tiny oval spy-hole in the offside forward
one.
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Move on now to the late 1940s.
Though there are
m o r e trains the general routine is the same. The
morning goods to Hampton headed by an Adams 0395 or
Drumond 700 obstructs every peak-hour train in whistle shot. The Kingston shunter - a T1 or M7 tank
ratles
through at dusk on its way home
to Feltham viaTwickenham. The two-coach trailer sets have gone, their coache
withdrawn or merged into
4Subs, and instead the 'tin
can,' as it has been rapidly nicknamed, is clanking in
and out, every internal fitting rattling and
apparently
ready to fall o f f . The daily main line visitor is now
4Corplus 4Res; it slides away mid-afternoon viaWimbledon to form the 4.47 to Farnham - that
lines
only
restaurant car train.

On the dead siding between the depot and the
golf course is an 8 set of steam coaches - a reminder
that in 1944 the daily scene had been enlivened by
train-loads of Italian war prisoner's beingtakenin
Maunsell corridor
ostck
to Kempton
Pakr race course
camp
andhatone ofhestnsairthad hadstiwndiowsobwln
in by a V1 while berthed there (the author remembers
trying to cycle faster than the V1 but being
hampered
by a f l a t tyre!).

Onnow to the
middle fifties. One road inthes h e
has been
given over to stripping electrical equipment from condemned Subs.
It is a Thursday and approaching midnight, and
two characters with note books can
beseenskulking
aolng the footpath near the depot.
One
of t h e m has made the long and perilous journey from
Acton W R . From t h e f a rendo f t h e yard comeo c c a s i o n a l
clanks and snuffles.
At about ten to midnight there is
a

tentative

chuff

hten another and then

groaning and

wheezing out of the sidings comes an LSWR M7 tank, or
a Bulleid Pacific, or an LBSCR C
2
X
, or almost any Southern steam type you
care
to
mention, heaving four, six
or eight old Sub coaches on the last trip to the breakers' yard at Newhaven Town; creeping by way of RichPage 119

mond, Clapham Jcn., Factory Jcn., Herne Hill, Streathan Common and Redhill, they will arrive in the small
hours of the next morning or, if the engine gets tired,
of the next week.
A few things have changed since the 1950s. The
station buildings are painted bleak modern black, white
and grey instead of green and cream, which was always
cheerful if slightly bilious. The level crossing got
a lifting barrier in 1973 to ease the miniature traffic jams. The slack hour trains are as rare again as
they were in the war, and hardly anyone gets on or
off. But the depot has gone up in the world and is
now allowed to prepare new stock for traffic — the
current Bournemouth batch were dealt with there.

"CROSS TOWN" RAILTOUR

This tour, organised by Southern Region's South Western, division, will run on November 1 from Wimbledon
(about 10.00) to Victoria, Olympia, Croxley Green,
Harringay, Wood Green, Liverpool St., Barking, Fenchurch St., Temple Mills, South Tottenham, Kentish
Town, Hendon, Neasden, Kew and Waterloo,
Fare : £4, includes reserved seat. A light refreshment service and SEG sales stand will be on the train.
Rolling stock : Class 33/1 &491
Tickets from Waterloo, Wimbledon, Clapham Jn or Feltham
or by post (please mention Live Rail) from Divisional
Manager, British Rail, 19 Worple Road, SW19 4JU.
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VESTIGES TO SPOT (Part 4)
ALTON : Trackbed of Meon Valley line used for by-pass,
traces still visible either side of roundabout.
ANDOVER : Trackbed of Andover Town line used for bypass. Nearly all stations on the line
to Mottisfont are extant.
DORCHESTER STH : Original up platform still complete
with ballast in situ and original buildings. Pier built in centre of plat. to
connect with new up plat. which has
single waiting room on it.
EASTON & CHURCH HOPE RLY: Easton stn situated immediately sth of the bridge by which the
rd. from the centre of Easton to the
west side of the island crossed line,
which originally contd. northward into
some quarries. Only remaining trace
of stn being the end of plat. and ramp
totalling about 12 ft in length on the
north east side. Track bed followable
for 2 miles until it enters MoD land.
GUILDFORD : Site of M.P. shed now car park, but some
buildings still in use, including working smithy.
HAMWORTHY (JCN) : Earthworks of line to Broadstone
in existence on up side. Goods line
to Hamworthy in use on down side.
HARDHAM JCN (sth of Pulborough) : Midhurst trackbed
clearly discernible.
HEATHFIELD: Station and platforms derelict but mostly i n t a c t .
HOLES BAY JCN.(Poole) : Line still in posn. on up
side for West Moors branch.
HOLTON HEATH : Pier in Poole Harbour, embankment and
bridge over main line, all remains of
Admiralty line to cordite factory.
Holton Hth stn plats. and shelters still
in situ.
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KINGSTON WHARF (Shoreham Sx): Trackbed of wharf
line clearly discernible curving off
sth of Shoreham-Southwick section.
LYMINGTON JN (Brockenhurst) : Earthworks of Ringwood
line ("Castleman's Corkscrew") still in
existence on up side.
STOCKBRIDGE : New section of A30 road built on site
of line north of old stn.
VIRGINIA WATER : Trackbed of west curve still intact
though overgrown. Cable conduits still
in use.
WEST MEON sth still extant.
WICKHAM : Plats and nearby bridges still i n t a c t .
trackbed used as public rd.
WIMBORNE MINSTER : Bridge over A31 road now
removed (W. Moors branch).
WOKING : Missing plat 1 recently filled in for new
bus stands. Large square hole in wall
just nth of up parcels bay all that remains of coaling stage.

Also, at BROOKWOOD, 15 yards of track of Bisley
Ranges branch still intact on girder bdge over Basingstoke canal. Earthworks of this and cemetery
branch still visible, also bay plats.

Further to
earlier "Vestiges to Spot" features,
at CROWHURST, disused track on Bexhill branch still
in situ for short distance until lost in trees. Embankment removed just before first overbridge from
Crowhurst and is now part of adjoining field. The
bridge (over public footpath) is completely intact,
likewise embankment immediately on the Bexhill side
of bridge.
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At KINGSTON, the original line came in over the river
and finished in a 3 track, 4 plat. face terminal at
roughly present booking hall level or a little higher.
The line from Malden came in about 15 ft higher and
inclined down to points with the original lines.
There was at least one, possibly two, sidings between
Wood St, then narrower than now, and the high wall
supporting the stn. roof.
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THE_RAIL

Have you ever stood on Bournemouth
stn and wondered
what that little piece of rail attached to a tiny
piece of sleeper and padlocked a was doing lying in the
space where the two fast lines once w e r e ? I did.
And after a devious piece of investigation (asking
a ticket collector) I am
now able to reveal the
mind-grabbing truth.
The rail has been there for some time and belongs
not surprisingly to CM & EE. It is hollow and in
its s c o o p e d out interior there are thermometers and
so forth so that the expansion
of steel rails can be
calculated. It was put at Bournemouth
because it is
the most convenient large centre in the area where
it will not go rusty, because of the s t n s overall
roof. Live Rail would be most interested to
hear o f a n y sisters t h e rail m a y have o n t h e S R .

INFORMATION was asked for in the last
Live Rail on
the stn between Brockenhurst and Lymington'Town.

It appears to be called Ampress Works Halt. (though
known officially probably as Wellworthy:Halt) and
is equipped with one large green nameboard though
there is divergence of opinion over whether it
is of concrete paving or wood construction.
It may
deserve a prize as the last stn to be known officially
as a halt. It is the only SR stn to have just one
train on a
particular day ( S a t s ) and members
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report curious difficulty in trying to use it. Drivers
seem unaware that they should stop, and there seems to
be no fare prices for it.
Nevertheless, the stn should be served (presumably
for works staff only) as under :Down (arrival 8 minutes after Brockenhurst)
Dep, from Brockenhurst Mon-Fris at 6.44, 7.18, 20.34
and 21.41. Up (calls 4 mins after leaving Lymington
Town) Dep from Lymington Tn at 6.25 (Not Mons) and
17.00, 20.00 and 21.00 ex Lymington Pier. Also, on
Sats, the 6.25 ex Lymington Town.
A question was also asked about whether Lymington
Pier boasted the last lower quadrant signal protecting
SR electrics. It is pointed out there is another
for trains travelling from West Croydon to Wimbledon
departing from Mitcham stn. A supplementary : Will it
survive long ? There are suggestions of signalling
changes on the reprieved line.
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REGIONAL REVIEW
INTERESTING WORKINGS

A big increase in the amount of "day out" excursion
travel has taken place this summer, especially during
the school holiday period. To cope, the SE and Ctl
divs. instituted special arrangements as follows :Mons to Fris from 6.viii to 5ix : 8.00 Ore-Vic, and
8.36 Seaford-Vic ran separately from Lewes, former
12 cars from Eastbourne, and latter 8 cars to Gatwick
A. and attach to another 4. Additional 18.25 VicE'bourne (8 Vep). To balance stock, a 17.48 BtonVic ran also and loaded well according to reports.
On certain days, additional specials were run to
cope with sudden extra traffic. 9.12 and 10.12 MonSats LB-Brighton have had special stops at Forest
Hill.
M-F from 28vii to 5ix : additional 9.45 DartfordMargate and 16.55 return (10 Epb). M-F after at
least 21vii : 9.45 Ashford-Hastings has run at 9.25
M-F 28vii-5ix 15.43 W. Marina-Cannon St empties
ran as 15.58 passenger Hastings-Cannon St. M-F
from 4viii-5ix : Additional 18.35 Margate-Vic (empties back to Margate). Tues-Thurs from 12viii to
4ix : 10.01 Bromley Sth Margate and 19.15 return.
Suns 10 and l7vii : Additional 10.05 DartfordRamsgate, and, on the l7th, 17.55 Ramsgate-D'for'd.
M-F 25viii to 5ix : 9.24 excursion additional Kent
House-Ramsgate (12 Vep).
On 10viii, an up Hastings train passing Polhill
about 17.10 was headed by an Oxted unit, returning
about an hour later: Oxted unit's lights off.

After the new London Bdge scheme opened, Charing
Cross-Tatt/Caterham trains after the 17.51 on 13vii
until l8vii ran slow line from Blue Anchor to sth of
New Cross Gate stn.
Departmental unit 024 plus
an 8Sub travelled up the SE line to Cannon St,
arriving at 11.40 on l6vii, and immediately made ready

for departure again. Anyone any knowledge of this working ?
On 21 vii , bodyless object which coach 10835
plus damaged coach 9012, both ex 4 Sub units, left Norwood Yard at 12.52 bound for Micheldever.
Latest W'loo and City line car to be shopped is
S55 which departed Selhurst for W'loo at 11.51 on 25
vii . After 28vii , 7.6 Dartford-Charing Cross and
7.36 Bromley Nth-Charing X diverted over fast line
from Parks Bdge Jcn, therefore no longer calling at
New Cross.
On
7viii, 4Epb 5319, using headcode 21, ran
from Selhurst depot (dep 13.53) back to the same
point via Streatham Cmn, Tulse Hill, Herne Hill,
Streatham Jcn., Tooting, Wimbledon, Sutton, W.
Croydon on a special filming trip.
On 19viii, Vep 7768, which was in the l6xii72
crash at Copyhold Jcn and which has one blue driving
trailer (S76446) travelled from
Lovers Walk
(dep 13.50) to Vic. (arr 14.51); then left Vic 14.56
and ran via Streatham Jcn and Wimbledon to Strawberry
Hill, arr 15.43.
Specials run included : on 23viii, Ramsgate-Bournemouth, via Victoria (E) with Bep 7021 and Cep 7176;
on 31viii, Farnham-Headcorn with Cigs 7386 &74l4.
Return from Staplehurst, and stock serviced at Ashford.
MISHAPS
On 19vi, complete power
failure at Waterloo
(SW) disrupted services. Veps 7825 & 7748 were stuck
outside the stn, and passengers were detrained.

A storm brought severe flooding in the Gillingham
area on l8vii after 20.00, and delays built up extenPage
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ding over an hour in some cases. Several cancellations
including 19.49 and 21.50 Gillingham-Vic.
On 19vii, the 11.28 Vic-Bton came to an
abrupt halt
just beyond signal box when the dvr spotted a local
hospital patient on the track. The man was helped
into the driver's cab and escorted away at Redhill.
Oh 21v, at 3.50, Cig 7346, which had been under
examination at Wdon after tripping line switches
moved off out of the shed. It collided with 7378
which was making a shunt move into the carriage
sidings by Wdon Pk. 76620 of 7346 was derailed,
struck two piers of the
adjacent flyover, and was severely damaged. Of 7378's
coaches, 76799 was derailed but suffered only
damage. 71046 also derailed and that and 62366 had
half of one side torn away and doors and seats wrenched
from mountings. 76728 only received paint scratches,
2Sap 5914 was around to receive slight damage
to 65406 under driver's window. Locos 33 029 and
74 007 in attendance with Wimbledon and Stewarts
La breakdown teams. The new cab signalling equipment
in 7346 (see Pl31)written off.
On 24vii, loco 73 103 jumped points in Wimbledon
West Yd but re-railed within 90 mins.
On 16viii, at 23.55, a van train destined for
Vic, instead of running from the dn sidings to
the
slow line, ploughed through the buffers. Loco 73 119
completely derailed and mounted dn slow/LT plat.
Chaos on the Ctl div's Bton main line on the
evening of 19viii after two vehicles of a RedhillBton van train were derailed a few hundred yards
south of Hassocks at about 17.00. Up trains could
run by at caution; most trains diverted via Lewes,
west coast services via Horsham, and buses provided
locally. Extra problems created when 21.12 stopper
from London Bdge stood driverless for over ¾ hour
at Redhill. Line cleared in early hours next day.
On 27viii, Sevenoaks-Tonbridge line blocked after
one wagon was derailed on a Brent-Tonbridge train.
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doubled headed by 33 043 & 33 039, damaging 2 miles
of track. Train came to a stop south of Sevenoaks
tunnel at about 1.30.

On 29viii, at about
8.15
Vep 7874 ran through the
level crossing gates at Yalding while working the
8.5
Paddock
Wood-Charing X. Train
repaired
on site
eventually terminated
at Maidstone West an hour behind time
There was a good example of how a slight delay can
snowball on 2viii.
The 6.52Halifax-Weymouthwas9mins
late leaving Basingstoke (due to a speedo fault on
the original loco removed at Banbury).
It was held in
the loop at Shawford to allow the 12.30 fast from Waterloo
to pass
there rather than at Eastleigh, though much of
this
hold-up was recouped by cutting stn mite at Eastleigh.
There was further delay between Southampton
and
Bournemouth because the Halifax was following the11.42
stopper from W'loo, resulting in
eventual laterunning
of a b o u t 20325 m i n s .
BR sacked George Dabb, a W'loo
based
d r i v e r , after he had been
fined the maximum of
£25 for
driving
a train while drunk. He was arrested a f t e r
a police inspector riding in the 202.0
Bournemouth-W'loo
on 8viii noticed that it was being driven erratically.
STOCK NEWS

On12vi,Ceps7205.7170workedatrainoutof
Waterloo on the SW Div. As a result of
Cgi 7437 usingRSAWSc(abgsinialg,)10 ohterCigs have
been similarly
equipped,
7340-49.

tests with

On 31
viii
Selhurst scrapyard contained withdrawn
Subs 4364(WDON), 4366 (WDON), both m i n u s shoe gear;
4744(SHST),a unit only recently repainted and re-upholstered.
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OXTED ELECTRIFICATION

To achieve the Oxted line conversion,it is
thought BR may kill several birds with one stone.
At the moment, at least four class 71 locos are
surplus to requirement, and BR HQ is urging that
some be put in store. There is not much cash
available for Oxted line electric stock, and Sealink is dissatisfied with the standard of boat trains
to Dover & Folkestone.
Therefore, as air conditioned stock is introduced elsewhere on BR,
Southern could
acquire a number of MkIIa rakes for boat train work.
These will be wired for multiple unit working and
run with a Cl 71 loco at one end and a motor luggage
van at the other. The 4Ceps thus released would
go to the Oxted line. it is possible some Beps
would
yield up their
buffet cars to the
new boat trains and run on the Oxted routes as 3Ceps.
TRACK & SIGNALLING NOTES
Early in August, Portfield signal-box near
Chichester was abolished and various signalling
rationalisation carried out. Rare engineering
works on the W'loo and City line meant its closure
until 8.00 on Sat, l6viii. On 23 viii, the AWS
system installed on the Portsmouth line came into use
between Woking and Port. Harbour. Major bridge
repairs were carried out at Battersea Pk from 21
to 26 viii, cutting the S. London line. Temporary
buffer stops were installed in the dn SL line plat
to enable a 2-car train to be accommodated. At the
beginning of July elsewhere on the SL line, the up
line just north of Peckham Rye was re-aligned to
pass through the northernmost of the three spaces
of the bridge under the Catford line instead of the
middle one.
On the SW Div, Sunningdale level crossing box was
abolished on 31viii, and the crossing TV-controlled
from Feltham. Nearer London, Barnes bridge singled
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ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA

LR 25 P 102

L2 & 3 : The "all open accommodation"
condition of Sub 4605 is strongly
disputed : would the original
correspondent please check ?
P102 L33 & 34 : Cep 7153's refurbishing at Eastleigh represents a prototype
"mid term" clean-up for such
stock to become MBSO,TBCK,TSO,
MSO. Brake compartments in
MBSOs being replaced by passenger seating bay (8 seats) plus a
vestibule leading to driver's
cab (as in Cigs, Veps, etc).
TSK being stripped internally
and converted to TSO, This coach
at least to be fitted with "Inter
-City 70" seats as in latest
MkIIf & MkIII loco-hauled stock.
TCK is being refitted with a
brake compartment in place of
the two 2nd class compartments
nearest the centre of the coach
— the 2nd compartment at the
coach end and the toilet are to
be retained as such - this will
result in a very strange vehicle
It seems that economy measures
will result in 7153 being a
"one off" and no further conversions are contemplated.
P105 L15 :
The new London Bdge signal
box was brought into use on
July 20, covering the Ctl
div out to Anerley. A curiosity
is the method of numbering
signals. All are prefixed "L"
even auto signals (which have
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a distinguishing bar) but
do not follow the old principle

P 105 L21-7

P109

:

L22-4 :

"A" prefix. This
means
CA in the Ctl div, WA in the
SW Div. but A on its own in
the SE, presumably the area
which pioneered the system.
The plethora of 3-aspect
signals on the Ctl approaches
to London 3dge superseded by
4aspects, and, ironically,
many more of them.
Another new headcode in use,
on the SW Div, is 15 for
W'loo-Epsom-Dorking-Horsham
trains.
Running between Eltham
Well
Hall and Dartford unlikely
unless single line working
used. Last Well crossover (at
east end) removed not long
after Sept 1971)
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